with the number of ports and thus the number of symbols, which renders Symbolic model order reduction (SMOR) i's to reduce the corn-those methods of less practical value for circuits with many symbols. plexi'ty of a model wi'th symboli'c parameters. It i's ar importarit The nominal projection method uses the nominal values of the symbols problem iri arialog ci'rcuit synthesi's arid digital circuit modelirig to compute the projection matrix and is accurate only when the symbol with process variationis. However, existirig symbolic model order values slightly deviate from the nominal value. The first order expanreductiori (SMOR) methods do r7ot scale well with the riumberLof sion method uses the first order expansion of the matrix inversion and reductz'on (SOR)lU< methods do not scale well wzthf thle number of io symbols or with the model order. This paper presents a scalable multiplication to find the projection matrix, which is first order matrix SMOR algorithm, namely S2MOR. We first separate the original polynomial w.r.t. all the symbols. Again, no large change is allowed multz-port multz-symbol system tinto a set of stingle-port systems for the symbols in order for the method to be accurate. by superpos7tor theorem, and them integrate them together to In addition all the above three symbolic MOR methods suffer from form a lower-bordered block d' the following three problems: First, they don't scale well with the ormEac loer-o block digrl ( B'BD)strct dst em. number of symbols or with the reduced order. In literature only the Each block is reduced irideperideritly, with a stochastic programmirig to distribute the giveri overall model order betweeri blocks experimental results for circuits with less than ten symbols are reported.
INTRODUCTION
algorithm, namely S2 MOR is presented. We first separate the original Symbolic circuit techniques are playing an increasingly important role multi-port multi-symbol system into a set of single-port systems by with the advance of design technology, especially when we have entered superposition theorem, then integrate them together to form a lowerthe nano regime. Plenty of algorithms exist in literature discussing how bordered block diagonal (LBBD) structure. Each block is reduced to analyze and simulate those symbolic circuits [1] [2] [3] . However, all independently, with a stochastic programming to distribute the given those methods are practical only if the circuit has a moderate size. Unoverall model order between blocks for best accuracy. And the entire fortunately, to guarantee reasonable model accuracy, the circuits from system is efficiently solved by low-rank update. Experiments using physical extraction usually contain millions of nodes, thus rendering analog designs show that S2MOR handles circuits with up to 49965 those methods inefficient. Towards this end, numerous model order nodes and 661 symbols in 50 minutes. Compared with existing SMOR reduction (MOR) techniques have been successfully applied to the realgorithms, S2MOR improves accuracy by up to 78% at a similar duction of linear large scale circuits over the past decade ( [4, 5] ,etc). reduction time and a same memory space. In addition, the factorization There were also efforts to extend those methods to nonlinear circuits and simulation of the reduced model by S2MOR is up to 17x faster. ( [6,7] , etc) and parametrized circuits ( [8, 9] , etc). However, despite
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews their wide application, unsolved problems do exist when directly exthe existing approach for handling symbolic circuits and its disadvantending them to symbolic circuits. tages. Section 3 presents our LBBD transformation and system projec-The idea of symbolic model order reduction (SMOR) was first intion algorithm. We also discuss how to fully utilize the special sparsity troduced in [10] , which contains three different methods: symbolic pattern of the reduced model for the efficient simulation and update of isolation, nominal projection and first order expansion. The symbol the reduced model. Experimental results are presented in Section 4 and isolation method first removes all the symbols from the circuits, and the concluding remarks are given in Section 5. nodes to which the symbols are connected are modeled as ports. As such, the symbolic circuit becomes a symbol-free circuit with massive 2. PRELIMINARIES ports, and can be reduced by any traditional methods [4, 5, [11] [12] [13] . However, the size of the reduced circuit is proportional to the port number in tIs sn, we brierviwthe three SMOR methods proposed multiplying the number of moments to bematche .
Acorinl,th n [10], and address their disadvantages by complexity analysis w.r.t. the multiplying the number of moments to be matched. Accordingly, the reduced order q. For later comparison with our method, the complexity timeand pac comlexty fr te reuce modl icreaes ubicllyfor the three different methods are summarized in the first three rows of * This work is supported in part by NSF CAREER Award CCR-0306682, the circuit, and model the nodes to which the symbols are connected as Note that the reduction cost is 0(pq) because no orthonormalization is ports. Then any traditional MOR methods can be applied. employed. The reduce model has the same space complexity and time Generally speaking, a circuit with a total number of a symbols and p complexity as the nominal projection method. ports is converted to an equivalent symbol-free circuit with p + a ports, assuming all the symbols are two-terminal. A general reduction method 3. S2MOR ALGORITHM such as PRIMA [4] states that in order to match the first q moments, the reduced model will have a size of q(p + a) with a cost of O((p + a)2 q2 ) 3.1 Port Separation and Model Reduction for the reduction (the orthonormalization of q(p + a) vectors plus a 2 constant matrix factorization cost). With no special structure, the time complexity to factorize the reduced model is O(q 3 (p + a)3) which port multi-symbol system into a set of single-port systems by superposi-complexlty~~~~~~~~~~~to there andoz then inte rate the to ete to for a)lowr-ordre increases cubically with a, and the space complexity to store the reduced tion theorem, and then integrate them together to form a lower-bordered 2 )2). block diagonal (LBBD) structure. We further show that by using the model is 0 (q (p + a )Moreover, to update the reduced model with a... new set of symbol values, the cost is a(p+ a)2q2 by using the method of projection matrices from each of the single-port systems, we can relow rank update. Therefore, such a method is useful when the circuits duced such LBBD system with the structure preserved. The whole contain only a few symbols. procedure is detailed below.
We start with the following modified nodal analysis ( 
where G and C (c RN x N) are the inductance and capacitance matrices,
where Go and Co are the nominal matrices, and AG, AC contain B and L (c RNXP) are the incidence matrices for input and output, the stamping of the symbols. Then the nominal projection method u (C RP) is the input current vector. The vector Pi (c RN) is the computes the projection matrix V such that incidence vector for symbol i and it takes the form' V C /q(Ao,Ro),
where A = Go1Co and Ro + Go-1B, and 1q(Ao, Ro) is the qth order Krylov subspace spanned by Ao and Ro. This method is very with 1 at the jth element (positive node) at -1 at the kth element efficient as the projection matrix does not depend on the number of (negative node). sio is the operator corresponding to the iv relation symbols. In order to approximately match q moments, the reduced of the i symbol. Typically, for an resistive symbol, sio = 1/R is a circuit will have a size of pq with the cost of p2q2 for the reduction (the constant operator. For capacitive symbol, we have sio = sC and for orthonormalization ofpq vectors). Accordingly, the time complexity for inductance, sio = 1/sL. Accordingly, the current from symbol i can analyzing the reduced model is O(q3p3), and the space complexity for be computed as (9) Similar problem exists for the first order approximation method. The + -pwiP, p + 1 < i < p + a method computes the projection matrix using first order expansion, i.e., p+a when computing the projection matrix, the following approximation is
where x(i) is the state variable for the ith equation, which corresponds k-i to a system with single port, and wi is the current through symbol i.
On the other hand, from Eq. (10) and Eq. (7), we have i=l1 p+a +ZAoiGolACAokCJ}Ro.
(3) Wi Si 0 (ZpT(i)) j=O p+a After first order expansion, the Krylov subspace is directly used without si o (P,xz), (11) orthonormalization to avoid the expensive cost of symbolic computation j= which may render the reduced model singular. Such a method can only 1Frsmlctofpenain,wasuehttesybls work when the values of the symbols do not deviate much from the a two-terminal device. However, it is understood that the alnominal values. Similar to the nominal projection method, the reduced gorithm is readily to be applied to multi-terminal devices as circuit will have a size of pq if we approximately match q moments. well. where we have used the fact that sio is a scalar for RLC elements. We values. Later we will show how to find an optimal projection matrix in introduce terms of accuracy, under the given reduced size, by changing the order To match q moments, the reduced matrices Gr and Cr would have and Eq. (7) becomes a dimension of (p + a)q, which is the same as the that from PRIMA.
However, different from the dense reduced matrices from PRIMA, it wi( si o P sio P... sioP ) z, 1<i<a. (13) is easy to see that the Gr of the reduced system still keeps the LBBD Therefore, Eq. (9)-Eq. (10) can be cast into a compact matrix form as structure, and the Cr still keeps the block diagonal structure as shown (G + sC)z = Bu (14) (19) reduced model, as will be discuss shortly.
The time complexity of the proposed algorithm can be decomposed where Kqq{G, C, Bi} is the qth order Krylov subspace spanned into two portions: the time to compute p + a Krylov subspaces, each by G, C and Bi and Kqq{G, C, Pi-p} is the qth order Krylov with order q; Note that the factorization of of G1C can be shared subspace spanned by G, C and Pi-p. Then with the projection between different subspaces, and we need to do p + a times of vector matrix orthonormalization, each with q vectors. Accordingly, the time com-Vi plexity is O((p + a) q2 ).
( 2 8 Assuming no special structure for G and C matrices in (4), the space .V2 (20) needed to store the reduced matrices Cr is 0(pq2) since it is block (20) diagonal. To store Gr, we need to store D, L: and N, which cost Vp+a 0((p + a)q3), 0(aq) and 0(a(p + a)q) respectively. Keeping the dominant terms in q, and we can see that the total space complexity is the first q moments of the reduced system 0((p + a)q2)_ (Gr + SCr)Zr = Bru of efficiently factorizing a LBBD matrix. We will concentrate on the QR factorization as it is shown to be the most stable factorization algo-Dueto the space limit, theproofis omitted here. Althoughtheprojection rithm [14] . We will show that instead of the general factorization cost matrix in Eq. (19) can guarantee the matching of the first q moments, O((p+a)3q3) for non-structuralized matrices with dimension (p+a)q, it does not always provide the best accuracy depending on the symbol our special LBBD matrix can be factorized at a much lower cost. the simplicity of presentation, we will simply discuss the factorization accuracy. We will show that uniform distribution between the blocks as of Gr + sCr matrix for frequency domain analysis. Similar algorithm in Theorem 1 does not necessarily provide the best accuracy. can be applied for the time domain analysis as the matrix structure will Specifically, the freedom of choosing the projection matrix lies in remain the same.
the order of the Krylov subspace for each Vi in (19) where F(sio) = G-1Pi-psi-p 0 PiL-p and RiP= G1 P . Ac-The comparison of complexity between the symbol isolation method, cordingly, the total error is the nominal projection method, the first order expansion method as well as the S2MOR method is presented in which is a function of qi (1 < i < p + a) and sio (1 < i < a).
3.3 Min-maxProgramming based Projection Or-Since we know the reduced size is d, we have the constraint der Decision p+a Theorem 1 provides a method of computing the projection matrix which Z qi =-d (37) can match the first q moments of the original circuit with a reduced size i of d =(p + a)q. It would also be interesting to note the following and they must be non-negative integer problem: If we are given the overall reduced size d, how to distribute it between each Vi in (20) , such that the reduced model has the best qi C Z U {0}, 1 < i < p + a
Moreover, assume we have the statistical description for the symbols, 4.1 Algorithm Verification i.e., ... Fig. 1 Figure 1 : Sparsity pattern for the matrices Gr and Cr after Generally the min-max problem is very hard to solve, especially reduction from S2MOR. the above problem is mixed-integer based and is nonlinear. Below we propose an efficient heuristic algorithm to approximate solve it, based on Next we verify the effectiveness of our optimal projection order dethe key observation that the constraints for sio and qi can be separated cision. We perform Monte Carlo simulation on the symbol values for (i.e., there are no cross terms). Accordingly, we separate the min-max 10, 000 runs on the same LNA circuit, and compare the error between problems into the following two sub-problems. Similar algorithm has uniform projection order decision, assuming the same projection order been used in [15] for decoupling capacitance budgeting problem.
for all symbols, and our stochastic programming based projection order decision. The error is defined as the integral of the absolute differ- 1400 which is a maximization problem for fixed ql -. qp+a. Efficient 1200 / algorithms exist to solve the above two sub-problems [16] and is beyond 1000 t the scope of this paper. 800
We iteratively solve (P1) and (P2) until the solution converges. In certain cases, the solution may fail to converge, and we force the 600 algorithm to exit after certain iterations to guarantee the convergence. 400 This heuristic algorithm can provide optimal solution only in the case 200 that (P1) is convex and (P2) is concave. Otherwise, the optimality 0 is not guaranteed. However, experimental results show that significant comparison between the S2MOR method and the symbol isolation, the nominal projection and the first order expansion methods. All the 4 A methods are implemented in C++. We use the CSparse as the sparse4. AcuayC m rio matrix package [17] . We run experiments on a UNIX workstation with In this section, we compare the accuracy of the three existing methods Pentium IV 2.66G CPU and iG RAM. Finally, we use MOSEK as the and the S2MOR method on some real industrial designs. For fair comlinear/quadratic programming solver [18] for optimal projection order parison, we reduce the circuit to different orders for different methods decision. such that the reduced models require the same memory space. This (-69%) existing SMOR algorithms, given the same memory space, S2MOR implies that the three existing methods have the same reduced order improves accuracy by up to 78% at a similar reduction time. In addition, because they are all dense, while the S2 MOR method can have a much tefcoiaonndsmlinofheruedoelb 2MOisu S~~~~~~~~~~t he factorization and simulation of the reduced model by S2MOR iS Up higher reduced order due to its sparsity for the same memory space.
to 1 7x faster.
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